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A Brave New Case for Public Space
A persistent narrative of loss permeates con‐

cracy, political activity, and freedom of speech.

temporary writings on comparative urbanism,

Second, exclusion of certain activities and people

urban design, and urban space.[1] This narrative

from privatized public spaces leads to de facto se‐

has

placelessness,

gregation, and thus, by implication, further

anomie, social insularity and loss of community.

erosion of democratic rights and processes. Third,

In Brave New Neighborhoods, Margaret Kohn em‐

the conventional dichotomy of the private and

phasizes still another theme of loss, namely the at‐

public in the built environment does not ad‐

rophying of the public sphere resulting from in‐

equately capture the complexity and variety of

creasing commodification and privatization of

places that comprise our life experience. The first

public space. This book is a rigorous yet passion‐

premise of this book is political. But the second

ate argument against the current shifts in public

and the third premises encompass broader social

spaces. Essentially the author argues "that public

issues, focus on the political economy of the pro‐

life is undermined by the growing phenomenon of

duction of urban space, and suggest implications

private government" and proposes to demonstrate

for public policy and design. In discussing the

"why the disappearance of public space has negat‐

third premise the author acknowledges the inher‐

ive consequences for democratic politics" (p. 3). In

ent difficulty in making her case about public

developing these arguments, Kohn draws from

space. We will come to that presently, but first let

"political theory, cultural analysis, and free speech

us briefly review the structure of the argument

jurisprudence"

Kohn presents in this book.

several

recurring

with

themes:

implications

for

urban

design, planning and public policy.

In the two chapters following the introduction

The book begins with a discussion of three

the author reviews the workers' movement on

main premises. First, increasing commodification

street-speaking rights at the turn of the last cen‐

and privatization of public spaces restrict demo‐

tury. She argues that such rights have often been
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contentious. She also reviews the contemporary

World (Wobblies) a century ago, the more recent

status of such rights, the essential premise of the

history of suburban shopping malls as privately

public forum doctrine, and the Habermasian con‐

owned replacements for public space, or even the

struct of the public sphere. Chapters 4 through 7

more recent gated and New Urbanist communit‐

are devoted to current examples of the privatiza‐

ies.

tion of public space. These examples include shop‐

What is rather extraordinary about this book

ping malls, corporate open spaces, business im‐

is that here a case for public space is made not by

provement districts, and the like. The author also

a city planner or an urban designer, but by a polit‐

addresses self-governing communities, focusing

ical scientist whose arguments are mainly groun‐

on civil liberty issues in intentional communities,

ded in political theory. There are few such ex‐

gated communities and residential community as‐

amples. The recent work of Benjamin Barber en‐

sociations. She calls these communities "brave

titled A Place for Us is one.[2] Barber is also a

new neighborhoods" (the title of the book), and ar‐

political theorist and he contends that public

gues that Battery Park City in New York is an epi‐

space precedes community and democratic pro‐

tome of these neighborhoods. In the subsequent

cesses. Kohn's work, however, extends beyond

chapter the author presents three critiques--which

political theory and includes relevant coverage of

she defines as liberal, romantic, and democratic--

the jurisprudence and legal arguments involving

on Yale law professor Robert Ellickson's recent

rights and public spaces. The chapter on the three

proposal for "homeless-free zones." The penultim‐

critiques of "homeless-free zones" is particularly

ate chapter concludes Kohn's case about public

relevant for students of planning, public policy,

space by discussing three arguments for the provi‐

and urban design.

sion of public good--the economic, the normative,

Despite its overall success in arguing against

and the political. Mindful that the internet is in‐

the privatization of public space, the book never‐

creasingly playing a major role in our public dis‐

theless has a few structural problems. First, it

course (indeed was a major player in the last pres‐

lacks a focal argument. Although the author

idential campaign), the author maintains that cy‐

makes every effort to explain the scope of the

bercivitas is no substitute for democratic public

book and its theme, part of the problem is that the

spaces.

book appears to be a collection of discrete articles.

In her well-written and researched book,

Further, some of the chapters include unconvin‐

Kohn draws political conclusions from stories

cing and contradictory theoretical arguments, ex‐

about past and present uses of public spaces in

emplified by the chapter that presents the "three

North America. Many of these stories are derived

rationales for the provision of public good." As the

from journalistic accounts and other media

author reveals, the traditional arguments for pub‐

sources. "Rather than attempting to provide a sys‐

lic goods are now challenged by economists with a

tematic argument," the author writes, "I introduce

libertarian bent. Some of these economists argue

(in a suggestive manner) some theories that ex‐

that just about every form of public goods can be

plain how the public realm fosters politically sali‐

delivered through the market process.[3] Others

ent capacities and identities" (p. 201). She draws

see private government as an improvement over

from a large array of research data, and uses in‐

the traditional forms of government.[4] The au‐

terpretive storytelling to illustrate controversies

thor does not fully counter these arguments in

about human rights. The narratives often bring

making her case.

forth enduring tensions and contentions about

Is there a compelling case for public space

democratic rights and public spaces, whether they

here? And if so, what kind of public space are we

concern members of the Industrial Workers of the
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talking about? More parks, more open spaces,

study of the design and production of downtown

more public plazas? Edward Blakely and Mary

corporate spaces for public use in three major

Snyder, coauthors of Fortress America, asked

California cities by Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris

rather poignantly: "Can this nation fulfill its social

and Tridib Banerjee is overlooked in this book, al‐

contract in the absence of social contact?"[5] If so‐

though it especially addressed rights issues from

cial contact is the necessary condition for demo‐

the perspective of designers, developers, and the

cratic processes, as Kohn also argues in rejecting

city authorities.[8] Also overlooked is the compre‐

the notion of a cybercivitas, will the mere provi‐

hensive study of the New York City experience of

sion of public space enable such contact? This is a

privately owned public spaces by Jerold S. Kayden.

particular challenge when the provision of public

His book described legal approaches through

space takes place under the current social ecology

which

of segregation and insularity of social groups. Can

owned space. Kayden called these approaches

we create, for instance, Richard Sennett's ideal of

"law's oxymoronic invention" that established "an

a democratic urban space simply by increasing

axiomatic tension between private and public in‐

the supply of public spaces in our sprawling and

terest."[9] While this study is a continuation of

segregated urban areas?[6] Critics would cite stud‐

previous research that started in the 1970s under

ies documenting the abandonment of parks and

the leadership of Whyte, it shows the perspective

plazas to argue that space itself does not necessar‐

of law as designer of public spaces in New York.

ily promote public discourse and debate. Many

zoning

regulation

procured

privately

We mention these studies because they in fact

public spaces are at best places of sports, recre‐

complement and reinforce Kohn's arguments by

ation, and physical exercise. Often these spaces

adding an essential dimension of urban space: its

are used exclusively by inner-city residents of

physicality and the ongoing process of design.

lower income brackets, while the wealthy retreat

These studies emphasize the political economy of

to private clubs or spaces of exclusive suburbs. We

urban design in the production of public space, in‐

believe that convivial public places--public life in

corporating various influences such as politics, in‐

"the public square"-- enhance civic and democrat‐

stitutional

ic engagement more than "pure" public spaces.

structures,

negotiations

with

de‐

velopers, development guidelines, professional

Since places like Starbucks cafes or Borders book‐

constraints, legal agreements and means of en‐

stores are becoming the places for public life, isn't

forcement, individuals' preferences and the chal‐

it possible that private commercial spaces also

lenge of aggregating individual choices into col‐

promote social contact, and thus can be a part of a

lective decisions.

metaphorical "public square"? If so, what might be

All in all, Brave New Neighborhoods will be

the role of public policy in achieving that end?

considered an important contribution to the liter‐

Another missing dimension in this book is the

ature on the production and management of pub‐

absence of the supply-side story of public space:

lic spaces, and the larger political economy of the

that is, the planning, design, and production of

relevant development processes. Because of its

public spaces. A convincing case for public space

clear and fluent narratives, and engaging stories,

needs to be based on some understanding of the

the book will appeal to an audience outside aca‐

actual uses of public space, as well as the institu‐

demia. Indeed, Kohn's book has the potential to in‐

tional aspects of planning. For example, the au‐

spire citizen-activists, for the author successfully

thor does not mention the classic work of William

conveys an optimistic message on the future of

H. Whyte on the social life of public spaces, which

democratic practices.

was the basis for re-thinking the New York City

Notes

zoning ordinance.[7] Similarly, a comparative
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